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Abstract

Evidently, the amount of sediment which can be transported by a turbulent flow is limited by energetic constraints.
A general theory for the determination of this maximal suspension capacity does not exist. The results of numerical
experiments on particle-laden turbulent open-channel flows, presented herein, reveal some interesting features of
the saturation condition: it corresponds to a flux Richardson number (or mixing efficiency) of 0.25 and a Rouse
parameter of 1. The corresponding velocity profile is logarithmic, but with a von Karman coefficient reduced to
nearly half the value of the original constant for shear flow along a wall of a homogeneous fluid. The numerical
results are supported by theoretical and analytical evidence.
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Suspension capacity of uniform shear flows

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that flowing streams of liquid or gaseous fluids can carry certain amounts
of solid particles. Examples are found in environmental flows (e.g. sediment transport in rivers
and sand, dust and snow storms, debris flow, avalanches) and it is beneficially used for the
transport of solids in pipe lines (e.g. hydraulic transport of dredged material and mine tailings,
powder technology). As solid particles have a certain weight, generally at a higher density than
the fluid, the gravitational force has to be balanced by other forces in order to keep the particles
in suspension. The major forces considered are the Reynolds stresses developed in the turbulent
shear flow.

On the other hand, the presence of particles in a turbulent flow affects the turbulence
characteristics. This interaction with particles is known as turbulence modulation. Two major
mechanisms are distinguished. The first is the buoyancy or stratification effect: gravity opposes
upward and favors downward fluctuations of the suspended particles. The second is interparticle
collision, which dissipates energy. The latter effect becomes increasingly important with higher
concentrations. Recent measurements have demonstrated that the turbulent fluctuations of solid
particles and fluid are not the same (Rashidi et al, 1990; Best et al, 1997). Furthermore,
experiments on turbulent suspension flows show that turbulence can be enhanced or damped.
Gore & Crowe (1989) analyzed a large number of data sets and find that damping occurs for the
smaller particle sizes were the ratio of particle size to the integral length scale of the most
energetic eddy, dp/le < 0.8, and turbulence enhancement for larger values. Near a solid wall, it
seems to be more complicated due to particle-wall interactions (Gore & Crowe, 1989; Rashidi
et al., 1990).

Turbulence in shear flows along a solid wall is produced by friction with the wall. In this
paper the attention is focused on the application of sediment transport in an open channel, i.e.
horizontal shear flow in a direction perpendicular to gravity. The wall then is the bottom. 

Gravity and debris flows maintain the suspension capacity by the turbulent flow induced
by the horizontal pressure gradient due to a horizontal density gradient at the head. Bagnold
(1962) studied this phenomenon and proposed the first auto-suspension theory. The theory has
been improved by Parker et al. (1986). These theories prove to be useful for the understanding
of submarine sand avalanches (Seymour, 1990).

Naturally, the amount of sediment which can be transported is restricted by energetic
conditions. When the particle concentration in a turbulent shear flow is slowly increased, there
will be a moment when some particles will deposit on the bottom. This is called the capacity
condition (e.g. Cellino & Graf, 1999): the flow has reached its maximum suspension capacity.
A good quantification of this condition has not yet been achieved.

This report tries to provide some better insight. The present study has emerged from
numerical experiments on steady state sediment-laden turbulent open-channel flow.
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DEFINITIONS AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Throughout this text steady uni-directional, fully-developed turbulent shear flow in an
open channel with flat bottom is considered. The flow is driven by a constant horizontal pressure
gradient dp/dx (i.e. a constant water surface slope). The stress at the free surface is assumed to
be zero. Mixture theory is applied for the governing equations. The hydrodynamics of the steady
state flow is described by the continuity equation (which remains valid, despite its varying
density, because the sediment-water mixture is incompressible):

where U = the mean horizontal velocity and x = the horizontal co-ordinate; and the horizontal
momentum equation, written in a Reynolds-averaged form as:

where τ = the shear stress, p = the pressure, z = the vertical co-ordinate (positive upwards and 0
at the bottom), ρ = the bulk density of the suspension, ν = the kinematic viscosity of the
suspension and νt = the eddy viscosity. In the following it is assumed that ν « νt, i.e. only the fully
turbulent core of the flow is considered. Integration of equation (2) over the water depth yields
the stress distribution:

where h = the water depth. The bottom shear stress τ0 is then found to be:

where u* = the shear velocity (by definition). The vertical momentum balance reduces to the
hydrostatic pressure distribution.

The sediment mass balance is described by the advection-diffusion equation, known as
the sediment transport equation:

where C = the particle concentration by mass, ws = the particle settling velocity (> 0, but acting
in the downward direction), K = the laminar mixing coefficient (often assumed to be equal to the
kinematic viscosity of the continuum), Ks = the eddy diffusivity or turbulent mixing coefficient,
which is assumed to be proportional to the eddy viscosity, defining the turbulent Schmidt number
σt:

Furthermore, it is assumed that K « Ks. The flow is assumed to be in equilibrium and no sinks
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(i.e. deposition) or sources (e.g. erosion) are considered. Hence, the mass balance can be
integrated, to yield a constant sediment flux, which, following the boundary conditions, is zero.
Hence, eq.(5), expressed in function of the density, becomes:

where ∆ρ = ρ - ρf (with ρf the density of the suspending fluid), sometimes called the excess
density. Solution of this set of equations requires a turbulence closure model to estimate the eddy
viscosity. 

Turbulence closure

In the present study two relatively simple turbulence models are considered. The first is
the Prandtl mixing-length model. It is based on the hypothesis that the mixing length � in simple,
uni-directional near-wall shear flow is proportional to the distance (z) from the wall, i.e., in our
case, the bottom:

with κ = the von Karman coefficient (which has a value of 0.41 for isotropic turbulence, as in
non-stratified shear flow far enough form the wall, known as the von Karman constant, which
will be denoted here as κ0). The eddy viscosity, according to the second hypothesis of Prandtl,
reads:

From the stress balance over the water depth at equilibrium, one obtains the following parabolic
distribution:

The second closure is the two-equation k-� turbulence model, which considers the
conservation of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) k and its dissipation rate �. The eddy viscosity
is modelled as:

with cµ an empirical constant, generally given a value 0.09, following calibration of the model
against experimental data (Chen & Jaw, 1998). The equations in the present case reduce to:

and
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where P = the shear production term:

G = the buoyancy term:

Tt = the turbulent time scale, which for high-Reynolds number flow reads:

where u�, w� and ρ� are the fluctuations of respectively the horizontal and vertical velocity and
the density. The Boussinesq approximation has been applied in the final forms of P and G. The
remaining constants σk, σ�

, c1, c2 and c3 are determined by calibration of the model with various
experimental data (Chen & Jaw, 1998). The following values are used: σk = 1.0, σ

�
 = 1.3, c1 =

1.44,  c2 = 1.92 (Rodi, 1980) and c3 = 0 (i.e. no buoyancy term in the � equation).

Stratification

A distinction is made between stable stratification, where the density increases with depth
(G < 0), and unstable stratification, the opposite (G > 0). In this paper only stable stratification
is considered, as this is the most common case in natural particle-laden flows.

Flux Richardson number

Stratification is often characterized by a Richardson number. The generalized flux
Richardson number Rf is defined as (Ivey & Imberger, 1990):

where M = the net mechanical energy flux, including inertia, shear production and diffusion.
With this definition, conservation of TKE can be written as:

In the case of steady state flow without advection the Richardson number can also be written as:
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where D = the diffusion of TKE. Generally, in turbulent shear flows D « P, except near a free
surface. In that case one obtains the often used reduced formulation RfP = -G/P, which in a 1DV
case can be worked out to:

The second form is obtained after application of the Boussinesq approximation. The flux
Richardson number is sometimes also referred to as the mixing efficiency.

Buoyancy damping functions and turbulent Schmidt number

The difference in turbulence between homogeneous and stratified fluids can be expressed
by semi-empirical correction factors, the damping functions. The basic definition for the damping
functions, as employed throughout this report, is given by the ratio of stratified to homogeneous
conditions (e.g. Munk & Anderson, 1948), i.e.:

where the index 0 refers to neutral conditions. Fm is called the momentum damping function and
Fs the mixing damping function. Hence, it follows that:

where σ0 = ν0/K0 = the neutral turbulent Schmidt number (i.e. for Rf = 0), which has a generally
accepted value of approximately 0.7, determined empirically (e.g. Turner, 1973).

Furthermore, from the consistent implementation of the damping functions into the
mixing-length theory, it follows that the von Karman constant κ0 (= 0.41 ±0.01) should be
modified as (Toorman, 2000b):

Hence, Fm can also be considered as the correction factor for the von Karman constant.
Experiments on sediment-laden turbulent flow already indicated that κ decreases with increasing
concentration (e.g. Vanoni, 1946; Einstein & Chen, 1955). This hypothesis has been opposed by
Coleman (1981), who believes that the decrease is only apparent and caused by the so called
"wake effect" in the experimental flumes. The scientific community still seems to be divided over
this issue. Recent numerical experiments with the research code FENST at the KUL support the
original finding that κ indeed should decrease with increasing flux Richardson number Rf
(Toorman, 1999).

In numerical applications one needs a closure relationship for the turbulent Schmidt
number σt and one of the damping functions. These are not readily available. Empirical closures
are the most common practice. Most formulations, such as the popular Munk & Anderson (1948)
functions, consist of an empirical function of the gradient Richardson Ri number of the form:
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The gradient Richardson number Ri in 1D shear flow traditionally is defined as:

where: g = the gravity constant, ρs = the sediment density and ∆ρs = ρs - ρf. However, since
diffusion becomes dominant at the free surface, it seems better to redefine the gradient
Richardson number in the same way as Rf (in order to avoid numerical problems at the free
surface; Toorman, 2000b). The generalized gradient Richardson number could then be defined
as:

The last formulation is much easier to be implemented and would be generally valid, even in
unsteady state cases, but then the Schmidt number remains necessary. The first formulation in
the 1D case, using the k-� turbulence model, becomes explicitly:

Few theoretical formulations for σt have been proposed in the literature. A review is
presented in (Toorman, 2000b) The theoretical form derived by Ellison (1957) assumes that
turbulence is completely damped at a certain critical flux Richardson number Rfc:

As Rf is a function of the Schmidt number, this form is not convenient in modelling. Fortunately,
this equation can be rewritten in a form where σt is expressed as a function of RiP/σ0� = -σtG/σ0�

(Toorman, 2000b), suggesting that the ratio of buoyancy to dissipation seems to be the
controlling parameter.

None of the proposed formulations in the literature seem satisfactory. A more extensive
review and discussion on this topic can be found in (Toorman, 2000b).
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NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Case description & solution method

The nature of particle-laden turbulent flow has been studied by the simulation of the
steady state flow in an open channel with water depth h = 16 metre (a realistic depth for
estuaries). Sensitivity to the following parameters has been studied: shear velocity, particle
settling velocity and depth-averaged concentration, defined by:

which is equivalent to the sediment load per unit area (Ls = h ).C
The flow is driven by a constant pressure gradient, providing the up- and downstream

boundary conditions for the hydrodynamic equations. Following eq.(4) the shear velocity is
exactly known (i.e., in the present case u* = 0.01 m/s). It is noticed, however, that most CFD
codes fail to yield the correct value of the shear velocity with increasing stratification. This can
be attributed to the inconsistent (i.e. incomplete) implementation of the damping functions,
besides numerical approximation errors (Toorman, 2000b).

The simulations have been carried out with the research code “FENST-2D” (Finite
Elements for Navier-Stokes, Sediment Transport and Turbulence, 2-Dimensional) developed by
the author. It is a fully implicit finite element code, second order accurate in space for all
variables, except the pressure, for which linear interpolations are used for stability reasons.

The traditional high-Reynolds turbulence models are only valid far enough from the wall
(i.e., for smooth walls, for z+ = z u*/ν > ±100). Therefore, the standard k-� model skips this layer
with so-called wall functions (e.g. Benim & Zinser, 1985). For the simulation of flows with
buoyant particles (i.e. having a non-zero settling velocity) skipping the wall layer is unacceptable
because the highest sediment concentration  occurs at the bottom. Therefore, the wall layer has
been added to the computational domain. Within this layer the mixing-length model is applied
to compute the eddy viscosity. At the interface between the wall layer and the fully-turbulent
layer the appropriate boundary conditions for velocity, and turbulence variables are imposed.

Near-wall boundary conditions for the k-� equations are obtained from the assumption
of local equilibrium and validity of the law of the wall. The � distribution in the fully-turbulent
layer can be approximated by the balance � = P + G = P (1 - Rf), since the diffusion is generally
very small away from boundaries. Using equations (14), (10) and dU/dz = u*/κz, one finds:

The distribution of TKE is obtained from equation (11), after substitution of equations (10) and
(30), yielding the following variation of k:

These results are similar to the clear water case, except for the additional buoyancy correction
factor. Usually, near the bottom where these conditions are imposed, z/h <<1, which allows some
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simplification, i.e. removing the dependence on the water depth. This makes these boundary
conditions also suitable for other types of shear flow along a wall.

The following simplifying assumptions have been made: (a) uniform, non-flocculating
particles are considered, (b) the settling velocity is constant (which is justifiable as long as the
concentrations considered are small enough to neglect hindered settling effects), (c) there is no
sediment exchange with the bottom. Therefore the open-channel flow can be reduced to a 1-
dimensional vertical problem.

Furthermore, a Schmidt number closure had to be chosen. The Munk-Anderson functions
have been used, however, with implementation of the generalized gradient Richardson number,
defined by equation (26).

Results

Figures 1-6 show computed profiles of velocity, eddy viscosity, concentration, flux
Richardson number, turbulent kinetic energy (k) and turbulent energy dissipation rate (�) for
various values of the total sediment load (i.e. depth-averaged concentration  = 4.88, 16.3, 48.8,C
163, 326 and 488 mg/l). In general, similar variations in the profiles are observed when varying
the combined parameter wsLs/u* or ws /u* (where Ls = h the sediment load per unit area). TheC C
results for the mixing-length model and the k-� turbulence model are similar. The latter
turbulence model is less dependent on damping functions than the PML model.  Several
observations can be made. 

First of all, the concentration profile approaches a limiting profile while increasing the
sediment load (figure 3). This limit (indicated by the dashed line in fig.3) is first reached near the
surface. Once the limiting concentrations are reached over the entire water depth, the model fails
because of collapse of turbulence at the near-bottom node. Hence, the limiting profile
corresponds to the saturation condition: the available turbulent energy is no longer sufficient to
keep all the particles in suspension.

A remarkable feature during this process is the tendency of Rf to become constant over
nearly the entire water column, except near the boundaries. This suggests that saturation is
characterized by a specific value of Rf, which is found to be approximately 0.25 (figure 4). This
critical value will be denoted Rfsat. When Rf in the near-bottom node exceeds this value, the value
of the vertical gradient of Rf changes sign and, with only a small increase of ws /u*, Rf rapidlyC
reaches the value 1 at which G = P, i.e. the turbulence production by shear is completely
inhibited by buoyancy destruction. From this point on the model fails since there can be no longer
turbulence production in this point where the turbulence boundary conditions are imposed. 

What happens in reality is a thickening of the viscous sublayer. Generally, this layer has
a non-dimensional thickness δ+ = δ u*/ν of the order of 100 in the case of a smooth wall. Hence,
a decrease of u* or an increase of the kinematic viscosity due to the concentration effect implies
an increase of δ. But in the presented case the shear velocity is constant and the increase in
kinematic viscosity (due to suspended particles) cannot account for the observed change in
sublayer thickness. Then, the thickening can only be explained by an apparent change of the
bottom roughness, i.e. a phenomenon known as drag reduction. The occurrence of drag reduction
is indeed observed in other numerical experiments were the flow rate is kept constant, instead
of u* : with increasing sediment load the shear velocity decreases (Toorman, 1999). There is also
experimental evidence for this phenomenon. The treatment of buoyancy induced drag reduction
falls beyond the scope of this report. It is dealt with in detail in another report (Toorman, 2000c).
Toorman (2000c) proposed to introduce a correction factor for the roughness height α, which has
been called the friction correction factor. This factor can be demonstrated to be related to the
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momentum damping function by an integral relationship. The non-dimensional thickness of the
viscous sublayer then should be redefined as δ+ = α δ u*/ν.

It is expected that turbulent flow will in principle remain possible in the upper part of the
water column until δ = h. However, within the viscous bottom layer the particles will settle more
easily. Non-cohesive particles, such as sand will settle and form a solid bed. Fine, cohesive
sediments, containing a high fraction of clays which tend to flocculate, will form a dense non-
Newtonian fluid, which will only slowly settle out. The higher concentrations in the sublayer will
increase the suspension viscosity significantly and enhance the thickening.

Therefore, the model should be adapted such that the node where the turbulence boundary
conditions are imposed moves along with δ. When δ becomes significant, relative to the water
depth, the solution method for this layer needs to be refined, for instance one could introduce a
two-layer approach (Toorman, 2000a). Unfortunately, the empiricism involved for the transition
between laminar and turbulent layer has only been developed for clear fluids. The transition
modelling in particle-laden flows remains a gap in our present knowledge. It is expected that
DNS modelling will allow this in the future.

Analysis

Saturation eddy viscosity profile

At saturation the flux Richardson number tends to homogenize over the turbulent layer
where diffusion is negligible, i.e. where Rf can be approximated by RfP. A constant value of RfP
implies dRfP/dz = 0. This can also be written as:

Combination of equations (7) and (15) yields:

and of (14) with (3) and (4):

Hence, substitution of (33) and (34) in (32) yields:

When the settling velocity is constant, one finds:

Hence:
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Figure 1: Non-dimensionalized velocity profiles at constant u* for various
sediment loads (increasing from left to right). Dashed line is the logarithmic
profile for the neutral case (i.e. without sediment).

Figure 2: Numerically computed non-dimensionalized eddy viscosity profiles in
turbulent open-channel flow for various sediment loads (increasing from right to
left). Dashed line = neutral conditions.
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where: σt,sat = the saturation value of the turbulent Schmidt number. Assuming a logarithmic
velocity profile (i.e. du/dy = u*/κz), a constant κ and ρ � ρw (i.e. a very small suspended solids
concentration: ∆ρ « ρ), one finds:

This implies a parabolic eddy viscosity profile. Compared to the eddy viscosity profile in clear
water, assuming a logarithmic velocity profile, one notices that κu* is replaced by σt,satws. This
theoretical result is confirmed by the numerical results (figure 2). When Rf is a constant, then the
k-equation is equivalent to a k-equation without buoyancy, but with a production reduced by a
constant factor (1-Rfsat). This also explains why the eddy viscosity distribution is proportional to
the clear water distribution.

Saturation concentration profile

Integration of the sediment flux balance, equation (7), after substitution of (38), yields
a concentration profile, corresponding to a Rouse-profile with Rouse parameter value Z =
σt,satws/κu* = 1, i.e.:

where δ = a reference distance from the bottom within the fully turbulent layer (i.e. outside the
wall layer). This Rouse profile is special in the sense that for Z > 1, the concentration gradient
at the free surface is zero (while dC/dy = � at y = h for Z < 1).

The results indicate that the critical Rouse profile is not “exceeded”, i.e. Z does not
become > 1, in the fully turbulent layer. This is clearly demonstrated in figure 3. The results show
that the critical condition is reached first near the surface. Adding more sediment “fills” up the
critical profile. Once filled, any excess remains in the wall layer, i.e. the turbulent layer is
saturated and the maximum suspension capacity is reached. Some simulations (e.g. Toorman,
1999) show that the critical Rouse profile can be "exceeded" (i.e. Z > 1) near the bottom when
Rf exceeds the constant value Rfsat. Also, at the surface higher concentrations can occur due to
the significant contribution of diffusion of TKE. This seems to be the case in particular when the
sediment load is low (figure 3).

Saturation velocity profile

The velocity gradient, using equations (2)-(4) and (38), is found as:

Integration yields:

where: z1 = a roughness parameter. Again, it is found that the von Karman parameter κ has been
replaced by σsws/u*. Indeed, the numerical results show that the slope of the log-law changes
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dramatically when the critical condition is approached (figure 1). Hence, the present analysis
gives a theoretical ground for accepting the (still disputed) concept of a decreasing value of the
von Karman parameter in particle-laden turbulent flows.

In numerical experiments with varying shear velocity it is observed that the depth-
averaged flow velocity (or flow rate) decreases with decreasing u* down to a minimum, after
which it increases again (Toorman, 1999). This can only be explained by drag reduction. The
roughness parameter has to be modified accordingly, as it is no longer uniquely determined by
the physical roughness height of the bottom. A study of drag reduction due to buoyancy effects
is presented in a separate report (Toorman, 2000c).

Saturation TKE and � profiles

 The distributions of k and � at saturation follow from the profiles given by equations (30)
and (31) after replacement of κ:

The distribution of TKE remains unchanged:

Again, these results are similar to the clear water case where κ is replaced by  σsws/u*, except for
the additional buoyancy correction factor. The numerical results indeed correspond with these
equations, with some deviation near the bottom and the surface, where diffusion is no longer
negligible (figures 5 and 6).

The difference between bottom and the main stream increases the doubt on the validity
of the traditional boundary conditions for k and � at the bottom for sediment-laden turbulent
flows, which are based on the assumption of a constant κ. Experimental data are required to find
how the velocity profile changes near the bottom. This, however, seems to be very difficult with
the current measurement techniques.

Validation

Few experimental data are suitable to validate the above theory. Recently, some very
interesting data on high-concentration suspension flow with sand in a laboratory flume have been
obtained by Cellino (1998). Sediment loads have been increased until supersaturated conditions
were obtained. All turbulent fluctuations have been measured. The non-capacity data have been
summarized in the paper (Cellino & Graf, 1999). Analysis of these data seem to confirm the
above findings. 
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Figure 7: Concentration profiles (left) and Reynolds stress profiles (right) for
suspension flow with sand measured in a laboratory flume. Data for Sand I (d50 =
0.135 mm) from Cellino (1998). Run Q40S003 (u* = 0.029 m/s): � = data, curve
= Rouse profile fit (above the reference level 0.020 m the Rouse number Z = 1,
below Z = 2.4).  Run Q75S03 (u* = 0.055 m/s): ∆ = data, curve = Rouse profile fit
( Z = 1 above the reference level 0.024 m, Z = 1.8 below).

Figure 8: Velocity profiles corresponding figure 7. Dashed line = smooth wall log-
law. Dotted lins = rough wall log-laws for each case, assuming a roughness height
ks = 2d50.
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ν � νf 1�φ/φmax
�2.5φmax (44)

Figure 7 shows some typical results for capacity data. The Rouse number can be estimated
with an inverse computation. The concentration profile in the upper part of the water column fits
well with a value Z = 1, while in the near-bottom layer values > 1 are found, suggesting that the
turbulent layer is supersaturated. The thickness of the bottom layer (± 0.04 m in the case of fig.7)
corresponds to the layer over which the Reynolds stress deviates from the linear profile, i.e. other
stresses become significant. This cannot be explained by the increased suspension viscosity due
higher concentrations, which can be estimated using the Krieger model:

where νf = the kinematic viscosity of the suspending fluid, φ = the solids volume fraction and φmax
= the maximum packing fraction (which for sand has a typical value of 0.65). Equation (44) learns
that a sand concentration of 100 g/l leads to a viscosity increase of only 10%. More likely, the
apparent viscosity increase has to be attributed to the grain shear stress due to interparticle contact,
introduced by Bagnold (1954).

Comparison of the corresponding velocity profiles with the log-law (figure 8) indicates
that the von Karman coefficient has decreased to a value of 0.24 for run Q40 and to 0.30 for run
Q75. Because the conditions are supersaturated, comparison has to be made with a log-law for
wall roughnesses corresponding those of the deposited sand. The effective roughness height is
assumed to be twice the mean grain size. The profiles show significant thickening of the sublayer,
up to 1/3 of the water depth. For Q40 this seems to go along with drag reduction, as the velocities
are higher than for a smooth bottom. With increasing u*, however, the apparent bottom roughness
seems to increase. Possibly, turbulence enhancement occurs instead of damping and sheet flow
conditions may occur. Gore & Crowe (1989) concluded from the analysis of various data sets on
turbulent suspension flows that this depends on the ratio of the particle size to the length scale of
the most energetic eddy. On the other hand, the corresponding value of the non-dimensional
thickness z+ = zu*/ν is higher than expected, which can only be explained by a significant increase
of the effective suspension viscosity due to the high particle concentration at the bottom with
turbulent interactions, which yield higher grain shear stresses than obtained with Bagnold’s theory
(1954) or later improvements thereof. It is suggested that the turbulence equations may need to
be extended with an additional dissipation source term for the interparticle collisions at high
concentrations, which account for the grain shear stress. Possibly, this could be integrated into the
suspension viscosity (Toorman, 2000c).

Saturation condition

The numerical results suggest that saturation occurs for a certain critical value of the flux
Richardson number, denoted here as Rfsat. Its value is found to lie in the range of 0.2-0.25, slightly
dependent on the settling velocity. A sensitivity analysis indicates that  Rfsat seems to be
independent on any other parameter, except the model parameter c3 (i.e., when decreasing c3 from
1 to 0, Rfsat rises from 0.25 to 0.5).

It is very remarkable that this value of 0.25 corresponds to the theoretical critical flux
Richardson number at which the interface between two fluids with different density and different
velocity becomes unstable in laminar shear flow (Turner, 1973). It is often claimed that turbulence
in stratified shear flow dies out when Rf tends to reach 0.25. But other values for the critical flux
Richardson number for turbulence collapse are also reported, usually smaller than 0.25. A brief
review can be found in Toorman (1999). In general it is not true that turbulence cannot exist for
higher values.

The numerical results, shown above, show that turbulence can persist for values of Rf up
to 1 at the free surface, which is the actual limit for the existence of turbulence. The major reason
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for this is the important contribution of diffusion of TKE in the layer at the free surface. Similarly
in grid tank experiments with suspensions the flux Richardson number remains within the range
0.25-1 because grid generated diffusion is the dominant source of turbulence (Gratiot, 2000).
Recent numerical experiments by Staquet (2000) show that turbulence generated by forced
interface instability decays to an asymptotic condition where Rf = 0.25.

A clear account on the possible flow regimes for stratified flows is presented by Woods
(1969), who introduced the concept of Richardson number hysteresis. A stable stratified shear
flow at Rf > 0.25 in a laminar regime becomes unstable as soon as Rf < 0.25, which can be
obtained by increasing the shear. Instabilities lead to mixing and turbulence production, such that
the concentration gradient and velocity gradient decreases and Rf increases again. Theoretically,
this can continue until Rf becomes 1 and turbulence production is completely destroyed by
buoyancy.

The saturation value Rfsat can be expressed in terms of known parameters by replacing -
(νt/σt)dρ/dy by ws∆ρ (equilibrium condition for the mass balance), du/dy by u*

2(1-y/h)/νt (shear
stress distribution) and νt by eq.(38) in eq.(20), resulting in:

For the critical Rouse concentration profile the factor z∆ρ/(1-z/h) is constant, but which value
depends on the usually unknown near-bottom reference.

Considering the energy balance (the TKE conservation equation) in which diffusion is
negligible in the fully turbulent region, Rfsat is the fraction of the kinetic energy consumed by
buoyancy destruction. The remainder is consumed by dissipation. It would be interesting if it
could be proven mathematically that only 1/4 of the energy can be used to keep particles in
suspension. Also interesting is the fact that the non-dimensionalized shear production of TKE, i.e.
P+ = Pν/u*

4, also reaches a maximum value of 0.25. This happens at a distance from the wall
where νt = ν (Toorman, 2000a).

Suspension capacity

A local condition for saturation is derived as follows. Assuming equilibrium, the local
concentration is given by the sediment mass balance equation as:

Eliminating the concentration gradient with the help of eq.(5) yields:

Substitution of the stress, eq.(2), neglecting ν, yields:
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Substitution of the critical value Rfsat gives the local saturation concentration. Assuming C « ρ �
ρw and the velocity gradient by (40), one obtains:

This is a similar expression as defined by Teisson et al. (1992), with the exception of the
replacement of κ by σsws/u* and their assumption that the critical conditions correspond to total
turbulence collapse. 

Since the critical condition can be related to a constant Rf over the water column, it makes
sense to integrate eq.(49) over the water column to calculate the amount of sediment which can
be held in suspension. Hence, the transport capacity becomes:

Integration starts far enough from the bottom where turbulence is fully developed. Combining
equations (49) and (50) with the saturation Rouse profile, eq.(39), yields:

The proportionality with u*
4 is confirmed by the numerical experiments with varying shear

velocities (Toorman, 1999). This form is very similar to the criterion for auto-suspensions (Parker
et al., 1986). Notice furthermore that u*

2/gh is approximately equal to the energy slope S, certainly
under the condition that the concentrations are small compared to the density of the fluid, as has
been assumed before. Hence:

In practice, equation (52) can only be applied to the water layer where the saturation condition is
reached. For data points in this layer the value of σt,sat can be determined. For the data of Cellino
of figures 7 and 8 values of approximately 7 and 20 (±1) are found for runs Q40 and Q75
respectively (assuming Rfsat = 0.25), suggesting that σt,sat is not a constant. The non-uniqueness
between σt,sat and Rfsat is no surprise as this is also concluded from the analysis of other stratified
flow data (Toorman, 2000b).

One can also use the concentration profile based on the Christensen velocity profile, which
avoids the singularity at the bottom (Toorman, 2000a):

with z0 the roughness height and C0 the bottom concentration. Assuming  z0/h << 1, one finds as
saturation limit:
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with corresponding bottom concentration:

This is in correspondence with eq.(51) where δ is replaced by z0 and the approximation δ/h << 1
is implemented.

Stability considerations

A closer look will be taken to the situations where Rfsat is exceeded. At the free surface
turbulence persists without any (numerical) problem or sign of damping. This is not the case near
the bottom. Here, numerical problems occur as soon as Rf > Rfsat. This may partially be due to the
fact that the near-bottom value of Rf becomes very sensitive to small variations in wsLs/u*. It is
noticed that an important difference between near-surface and near-bottom conditions when Rf
> Rfsat is the different sign of the vertical gradient of Rf. Near the surface dRf/dz > 0, while near
the bottom dRf/dz > 0. Notice at the same time that for Rouse profiles the gradient of Rf is positive
when Z < 1 and negative when Z > 1. It is hypothesised that a positive gradient stabilizes
turbulence production.

This can be further investigated by considering the diffusion of TKE (Toorman, 1999),
which can be split into two terms:

The gradient of k generally is negative and shows small variations over most of the water
column (except near the boundaries; figure 5). The second term is positive and much smaller
than the first over most of the column (except near the surface and the bottom) and does not
need to be considered. Hence, as long as the gradient of the eddy viscosity is negative (i.e. in
the upper part of the water column), the diffusion is positive and stabilizes the k-equation, i.e.
turbulent flow can exist independent on the value of the Richardson number. In the layer near
the bottom, where  ��t/�y > 0, however, the diffusion is negative and destabilizes, i.e.
turbulence can be suppressed and collapse is possible.

The diffusion term can be worked out more explicitly:

The diffusion of k around the critical condition (Rf � Rfsat) can then be calculated:
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This shows that the diffusion is always negative, i.e. destabilizes, in the lower half of the water
column (y < h/2) when dRf/dy < 0, or, more general, when dRf/dy < 2(1-Rfsat)/(h-y). Analysis of
the numerical data shows that the diffusion is negative over a large part of the water column near
the bed, but always very small compared to the production P. However, near the bottom (y < 0.1
m), the second term is no longer negligible and even makes the diffusion positive, reaching a
value of the same order of magnitude as P or -G. This may explain why sometimes a solution is
still obtained for Rfsat < Rf < 1. Toorman (1999) shows that the dissipation remains very small as
long as Rf < Rfsat and rapidly increases (approximately proportional with lnRf) for Rf > Rfsat,
providing stability to maintain turbulence.
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CONCLUSIONS

Particle-laden turbulent shear flows are limited in their capacity to transport particles in
suspension by energy constraints. Numerical experiments on fully-developed turbulent particle-
laden open-channel flows, using the k-� turbulence model (or the Prandtl mixing-length model
likewise) have been carried out to study the effect of the variation of shear velocity, settling rate
and total suspended load on the equilibrium profiles. The model results show that with decreasing
the shear velocity (i.e. the total energy), or increasing the settling velocity or sediment load a
critical state is reached at which the flux Richardson number Rf tends to become constant over the
entire water depth. It is found that this critical number Rfsat corresponds to saturation. 

A theoretical analysis of the meaning of a constant Rf has been carried out. It shows that
the von Karman parameter indeed decreases from the von Karman constant (κ0 = 0.41 ±0.01) in
homogeneous fluids to a critical value σsws/u* in particle-laden flows at saturation. Profiles
corresponding to the saturation state for eddy viscosity, velocity, concentration, TKE and energy
dissipation rate could be derived analytically and are in agreement with numerical results. 

The saturation concentration profile is found to be a Rouse profile with Rouse parameter
value  equal to 1. Analysis of experimental data seems to confirm that Rouse parameter values >
1 can only be obtained in the supersaturated near-bottom layer, where interparticle stresses
become important and turbulence is no longer the only dominating suspending force.

What happens in the layer between the actual bed and the fully-developed turbulent layer
is not well understood. Particularly when the sublayer thickens and becomes considerably larger
than the bottom roughness. The turbulence which develops in this region is the most important
mechanism for suspending particles. Another possible mechanism is particle interaction, as
described by Bagnold (1954). The combination may help to explain sheet flow conditions
(Fredsøe & Deigaard, 1992). For very fine particles, in particular cohesive sediments, which
consist of flocculated clay particles, turbulence is strongly damped, and the flow tends to
laminarise near the bottom (Toorman, 2000a).

The process of thickening of the viscous sublayer and the laminarisation after turbulence
collapse requires other turbulence models. Unfortunately, as far as known, no existing model (e.g.
low-Reynolds k-� turbulence models) can account for the buoyancy effects in such transitional and
laminar flows. Hopefully, with the help of DNS data it will become possible in the future.

A major key to the numerical solution of stratified flow is the turbulent Schmidt number
closure, which remains very uncertain (Toorman, 2000b). Further research is required to find more
general relationships.

The equilibrium saturation concentrations are found to be surprisingly low, compared to
concentrations of suspended sediment that are measured in natural streams. This can be explained
by the important contribution of resuspension and entrainment due to acceleration (i.e. inertia) of
varying currents (e.g. tidal effects).
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